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Dept. of Industrial & Systems Engg.

End Semester Examination -2016

Optimization and Heuristic Method (IM31012)

Total Marks: 100 Duration: 3 Hrs.

Instruction: Attempt any five questions (Question no 2 is mandatory). All questions carry Equal

marks.

Assume if any Data is missing.

Question 1. Find the minimum of function f=x2 -2x-JJ in the range of (0, 4) using Ant
colony optimization method.

Assumption:

(i) The number of ant N=5
(ii) The permissible discrete values are XI= 0.0, X2= 0.5, x3=1.0, x4=1.5, x5=2.0,

x6=2.5, x7=3.0
Each ant can take anyone of above path values (path) xj, j= 1,2, ... 7. Assume equal
amount of pheromone along each path 1:j is one.
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Probability of selection path Xj = Tj / L:Tj
j=1

Cumulative probability selection.
Path Cumulative probability range
I (0, Pl)
2 (PI, PI+P2)
3 (PI+P2,PI+P2+P3)

7 (P I+P2TP3+P4+P5+P6, 1)

Random numbers for
For iteration 1 For iteration 2
Ant Random numbers Ant Random numbers
1 0.212 1 0.4277
2 0.6701 2 0.6523
3 0.3279 3 0.0662
4 0.578 4 0.5791

Hint: for a particular ant i we check in which cumulative probability range ni (random
number of ant i) falls and we select that particular path (discrete value of x) for ant i

Calculate the function value of ants (fl, f2, f3, f4)

fbest= minimum of (fl, £1, D, f4)

xbest = path corresponding to fbest

fworst = maximum of (fl, £1, f3, f4)

Pheromone updation

L/).T = m t;hesl = pheromone deposited by best antc:
m = number of ants

t; = scaling factor = 3

Best ant = ant corresponding to fbest

HI - (1- )TI
for other paths TJ - P ': P = 0.6

Solve the problem up to two iteration.



Question 2. Vertex colouring problems seek to assign colours to nodes of a graph such that
adjacent nodes are assigned different colours. The K colouring problem attempts to find such
a colouring using exactly K colours. A wide range of applications ranging from frequency
assignment problems to printed circuit board design problems can be represented by the K-
colouring model.

Such problems can be modelled as satisfiability problems using the assignment variables as
follows:

Let
.

xi} To be 1 if node i is assigned colourj, and to be 0 otherwise.

Since each node must be coloured, we have

k

" x ..= 1 Vi = 1, 2, 3 nL..J1j

j=l

Where n is the number of nodes in the graph. A feasible colouring requires that adjacent
nodes are assigned nodes are assigned different colours. This is accomplished by imposing
the constraints

»; +Xjp S; 1 Vp = 1, 2, 3....K

Manually perform 2 iterations of simulated annealing to find the feasible colouring of 3 nodes
using 3 colours by considering the minimization of Xl + X2. Use penalty method for

constraint handling.

Question 3. Solve the following NLP problem using Artificial Immune System (AIS).

Maximize (Xl - 3)2 + (X2 _ 5)2
Subjected to:

5x, + x/ -18 S; 0
3xl -x2 -1 2 0

o < Xl' X2 < 5

The given input parameters are
(i) The number of antibodies = 5.
(ii) The Decay parameters = 0.8.
(iii) The number to be selected (n) = 3.
(iv) The number to be replaced (d) = 2.
(v) The step size control factor (P) = 0.01.
(vi) The initial solutions are {(3,2), (2,3), (1,4), (4,3), (2,2)}
(vii) Use the following random numbers in the specified order:

(0.2, -0.3, 0.6, -0.5,0.9, -0.95, 0.75, -0.75, 0.15, 0.55, 0.65, -0.25, -0.1, 0.5)
(viii) ~ =~ =~ = ..1,4 = As = ~ = 1



Question 4. Solve the following function using PSO.

Maximize f l xs = _X4 +6x2 +20x-7

Where the value of x lies between -5 to 5. There are four particles (N=4). The initial positions
of particles are XI = -2, X2 = 0, X3 = 1, X4= 3. Show the detail computation up to two
iterations.

Notes:

(1) For first iteration, the learning rate CI = C2= 1 and the values of the random number are n
=0.4369 and f2 = 0.8578

(2) For second iteration, the learning rate CI = C2= 1 and the values of the random number are n
=0.3765 and rz = 0.6758

Question 5. Solve the following function using Artificial Bees Colony (ABC)
Maximize I(x) = 50(Y12 - yJ2 +(1- yy +50(y/ - Y3)2 +(1-Y2)2

o ~ YPY2'Y3 ~ 1
Perform up to 2 cycle.
Scout limit = 25% of the population
Random numbers considered by scout bees for generating new solutions are given as 0.43,
0.21 and 0.41.
Probability setting = 0.1
Population Size = 4

Initial population (P) of the employed bees

Population YI Y2 y3

1 0.4 0.6 0.8

2 0.5 0.2 0.7

3 0.9 0.3 0.4

4 0.6 0.4 0.2

Modify the employed bees using random number given the following table.

Population YI Y2 y3
1 - 0.8 -0.01 0.4

2 0.04 0.5 -0.2

3 - 0.3 - 0.08 0.1

4 - 0.1 0.7 - 0.8
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Randomly chosen index from population (P)

Population YI Y2 y3
1 0.6 0.4 0.7
2 0.9 0.6 0.8
3 0.5 0.4 0.8
4 0.9 : 0.6 0.7

Question 6. Consider a simple linear function Y = XI + X2• The function is unknown, but

input and output are known. Develop a neural network which maps the unknown function.
The learning data

Set x, X2 Y

1 1 I 2

2 1 2 3
..,

2 1 3-'

Activation function, "f" is taken as linear function.

n

Where flier = LXi Wi - e
i=1

where, e is 0 (threshold value)
(i) The learning rate 1] = 0.4

(ii) The weight factors are WI and W2 for XI and X2 respectively. The value of WI = 0.2 and W2 = 0.4
(iii) The constant value of linear function Ii = 1
(iv) The neural network output comes within the 4% range of output, accept it.
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